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Boundary layerIn this paper we consider a nonlocal elasticity theory deﬁned by Eringen’s integral model and introduce,
for the ﬁrst time, a boundary layer method by presenting the exponential basis functions (EBFs) for such a
class of problems. The EBFs, playing the role of the fundamental solutions, are found so that they satisfy
the governing equations on an unbounded domain. Some insight to the theory is given by showing that
the EBFs satisfying the Navier equations in the classical elasticity theory also satisfy the governing equa-
tions in the nonlocal theory. Some additional EBFs are particularly obtained for the nonlocal theory. In
order to use the EBFs on bounded domains, the effects of the boundary conditions are taken into account
by truncating the kernel/attenuation function in the constitutive equations. This leads to some residuals
in the governing equations which appear near the boundaries. A weighted residual approach is employed
to minimize the residuals near the boundaries. The method presented in this paper has much in common
with Trefftz methods especially when the inﬂuence area of the kernel function is much smaller than the
main computational domain. Several one/two dimensional problems are solved to demonstrate the way
in which the EBFs can be used through the proposed boundary layer method.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction investigations on the choice of kernel function in nonlocal damageNonlocal elasticity models have received considerable attention
by the researches intending to design or analyze Micro/Nano struc-
tures. The models extend the main concepts in the classical theory
of elasticity to approximate the behavior of particles, as small as
molecules or atoms, and therefore they play the role of models
with bridging scales in the analysis of multi-scale problems.
According to Eringen (1987), lack of an internal characteristic
length in the classical theory limits the application of this theory
in the modeling of physical problems in which the inﬂuence of
microstructural effects is signiﬁcant. The ﬁrst attempts to modify
the continuum approaches were made by Kröner (1967), Kunin
(1984) and Krumhansl (1968). Improved formulations were pro-
posed later by Edelen and Laws (1971), Edelen et al. (1971) and
Eringen and Edelen (1972). Extensive studies by Eringen and Kim
(1974) and Eringen et al. (1977) on nonlocal elasticity problems,
with linear homogeneous and isotropic materials, must be men-
tioned here. The readers can ﬁnd comprehensive surveys of non-
local plasticity and damage models in the review papers by
Bazˇant and Jirásek (2002) or Jirásek and Rolshoven (2003). Moreproblems can be found in the studies by Borino et al. (2003).
Similar to the cases in the classical theories, the exact solution
of problems deﬁned with a nonlocal theory is almost impossible
to achieve except for very few 1D cases. The readers may refer to
the early studies by Pisano and Fuschi (2003), and more accurate
and complete ones by Challamel and Wang (2008), Challamel
et al. (2009a,b) and Benvenuti and Simone (2013). With the lack
of analytical solutions, the use of numerical methods seems to be
inevitable. The use of ﬁnite element method (FEM) has been re-
ported in the studies by Polizzotto (2001) and Pisano et al.
(2009). The studies by Schwartz et al. (2012) on the application
of the boundary element method (BEM) should be mentioned here.
As indicated in almost all the aforementioned studies, the
numerical solution of nonlocal elasticity problems is very time
consuming. Therefore any mesh reduction approach may be con-
sidered vital in order to reduce the computational time. Neverthe-
less, as the numerical simulation tools are advancing, the lack of
benchmark problems to access the capabilities of the numerical
methods is increasingly felt especially in multi-dimensional cases.
The objective of the recent studies by the authors is to attain such
a goal (see Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013). The paper presents a
series of low-residual solutions for 1D and 2D problems using
Chebyshev polynomials. Such polynomials proved to be useful in
the solution of many problems in physics and engineering (see
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solutions in nonlocal elasticity problems. Therefore, in order to
solve the benchmark problems, some energy principles were used
which require writing integral equations over the solution domain
leading to a very expensive procedure (considering the integrals
needed in the constitutive relations). Since the approach followed
in that reference is extremely time consuming, the results of the
benchmark solutions were given explicitly through a series of ta-
bles. The same approach may be followed for problems in 3D but
of course the computational cost will be enormous.
In seeking low-residual solutions, one may think of using a
Trefftz approach, as in the method of fundamental solutions
(MFS) (see Kupradze and Aleksidze, 1964 or Fairweather and
Karageorghis, 1998) or the BEM (see Brebbia and Dominguez,
1998) for instance, in which a series of predeﬁned fundamental ba-
sis functions satisfying the governing equations are used (see also
Zielinski and Herrera, 1987, Kita, 1995, Chen et al., 2009 for more
details of Trefftz methods). However, the main hurdle in this way
is the evaluation of the bases or the Green’s functions. This paper
deals with such a concept. After ﬁnding the fundamental bases,
they may be used in a variety of simulation tools (letting alone
the insight provided by them) including the one presented in this
paper.
In this paper we ﬁrst introduce some fundamental basis func-
tions which fully satisfy the governing equations in a nonlocal
elasticity theory deﬁned by an integral constitutive low on un-
bounded domains. The bases are found in the form of exponential
functions with complex exponents. The readers may ﬁnd the
application of similar bases to other engineering problems in
the studies by Boroomand et al. (2010), Shamsaei and Boroomand
(2011), Shahbazi et al. (2011a,b, 2012) and Azhari et al. (2013a,b)
for static and time harmonic problems and the works by Zandi
et al. (2012a,b), Hashemi et al. (2013), Movahedian et al. (2013)
and Movahedian and Boroomand (2014) for transient problems
(see also the extension of the method in Boroomand and Noor-
mohammadi, 2013 for more general elasticity problems). In
deriving such exponential basis functions (EBFs) we show that
some of the bases are identical to those found for the classical
elasticity theory earlier by the second author and co-workers
(Boroomand et al., 2010). However, there are also some addi-
tional bases which are particularly found for the nonlocal theory.
We present the closed form of the EBFs for 1D/2D problems using
various attenuation/kernel functions. This gives an insight to the
behavior of the material with nonlocal constitutive laws.
Having found the EBFs, we proceed to use them in a boundary
layer approach. The term ‘‘boundary layer’’ stems from the fact
that the use of the EBFs, deﬁned on unbounded domains, in a
bounded problem produces some residuals in a region close to
the boundaries. To reduce such residuals, we employ a numerical
approach with weights deﬁned just on the boundary layer zone.
With such features, the method may be classiﬁed in the Trefftz
type of methods, similar to the BEM or MFS.
Letting alone the achievable accuracy by Trefftz methods, as is
the case for the boundary layer method proposed here, the compu-
tational time saved by using themmay be expected to be similar to
the save of time when BEM and FEM codes are used. This especially
becomes noticeable in the solution of problems deﬁned on large
domains with relatively small inﬂuence distance of nonlocal effect.
The importance of this effect may be best understood when 3D
problems are of concern. This, however, is beyond the scope of this
paper.
In this paper, we demonstrate the capabilities of the method, in
some 1D/2D problems, by comparing the results with the bench-
mark problems recently provided by the authors (Abdollahi and
Boroomand, 2013) using Chebyshev polynomials.The layout of the paper is as follows. In the next section we
present an overview of the theory used in this paper. The way that
the EBFs are extracted from the governing equation is explained in
Section 3. In Section 4 we discuss on the choice of the attenuation/
kernel function used. Section 5 is devoted to the introduction of a
boundary layer method using the EBFs found. The numerical
experiments are presented in Section 6 where we validate the re-
sults for 1D/2D problems. The conclusions made throughout the
paper are summarized in Section 7.
2. Nonlocal model; an overview
We consider an elastic body occupying X in a 1D/2D space. The
equilibrium equations in the local/nonlocal elasticity problems are
written as
STrþ b ¼ 0 in X: ð1Þ
The following boundary conditions are also considered
u ¼ uB on Cu; ð2Þ
and
~nr ¼ t on Ct: ð3Þ
In the above relations r is the vector of stresses, u is the vector of
displacements, S is the well-known operator for deﬁning the strains
as e = Su, b is the vector of body force, uB and t are the boundary
displacement and tractions, respectively, and ~n is a matrix contain-
ing the components of the unit vector normal to the boundary for
deﬁning the tractions.
According to Eringen’s model (2002) the stresses at a generic
point as x = [x, y]T are dependent on the strains at other points of
the domain, here known as x0 = [x0, y0]T. The strain and stress ﬁelds
satisfy the following constitutive integral equation
rðxÞ ¼
Z
X
kðx0;xÞDeðx0ÞdXx0 8x; x0 2 X: ð4Þ
In the above relation D is the matrix of material constants as in the
classical elasticity theory which is generally written as
D ¼
D1 D2 0
D2 D1 0
0 0 D3
0
B@
1
CA ð5Þ
for 2D problems. The attenuation/kernel function k(x0, x) plays the
role of a measure for the dependence of the stresses at x to the
strains at x0 (in (4) dXx0 denotes the volume fraction at x0). When
isotropy is of concern, which is the case in this study, k(x0, x) is writ-
ten as a function of the distance between x and x0, i.e.
kðx0; xÞ ¼ kðjx0  xjÞ: ð6Þ
We use such a form in the rest of the formulation given in this pa-
per. The function is chosen so that it reaches to its maximum at
x = x0 and attenuates for large distances between x and x0, i.e.
lim kðjx0  xjÞ
jx0xj!1
¼ 0; ð7Þ
and alsoZ
X1
kðjx0  xjÞdX ¼ 1; ð8Þ
analogous to a Dirac delta function, e.g. when a very sharp kernel
function is used to recover the constitutive relations in the classical
theory (in (8) X1 denotes an unbounded domain). It is clear that
the sharpness of k(|x  x0|) represents an internal characteristic
length for the material.
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(1989) and Eringen (2002) incorporates the classical elasticity con-
stitutive relation in a weighted fashion
rðxÞ ¼ f1DeðxÞ þ f2
Z
X
kðjx0  xjÞDeðx0ÞdXx0 ; ð9Þ
with f1 and f2 being two weight factors so that
f1 þ f2 ¼ 1: ð10Þ
Obviously by choosing f1 = 0 in (9) the constitutive equations con-
vert to (4). The readers may also refer to the studies by Benvenuti
and Tralli (2006), Challamel and Wang (2008) and Zingales et al.
(2011) for a similar constitutive relation in nonlocal elasticity, and
also those by Lazar et al. (2006) and Challamel (2013) for further
assessment of a similar concept in nonlocal problems of bi-Helm-
holtz or beam type. Since the kernel function has a very small value
at points far from the source point x, it may be deﬁned on a compact
support within an inﬂuence distance LR, i.e.
kðjx0  xjÞ ¼ 0; 8jx0  xj > LR: ð11Þ
The value of the inﬂuence distance LR depends on the selected ker-
nel function and the internal length (to be deﬁned later). In Section 4
we shall give more details on the choice of the kernel function.
3. Exponential basis functions (EBFs)
In this section, residual-free EBFs are found for unbounded
1D/2D problems.
3.1. One-dimensional problems
The constitutive equation (9) for a bounded 1D problem is writ-
ten as
rðxÞ ¼ f1EeðxÞ þ f2
Z L
0
kðjx0  xjÞEeðx0Þdx0; 0 6 x 6 L; ð12Þ
in which E denotes the Young’s modulus of the material. The bound-
ary conditions are to be applied at x = 0 and x = L. To begin with, we
neglect the boundary effects and consider an unbounded domain
(or regions far from the boundaries) and rewrite the above equation
as
rðxÞ ¼ f1EeðxÞ þ f2
Z 1
1
kðjx0  xjÞEeðx0Þdx0: ð13Þ
If k(|x0  x|) is deﬁned on a compact support as (11), then (13) is
written as
rðxÞ ¼ f1EeðxÞ þ f2
Z xþLR
xLR
kðjx0  xjÞEeðx0Þdx0: ð14Þ
Using a local coordinate as
x ¼ x0  x; ð15Þ
then Eq. (14) is rewritten as
rðxÞ ¼ f1EeðxÞ þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞEeðxþ xÞdx: ð16Þ3.1.1. Homogenous part of the solution
Considering the homogeneous part of the solution, for the 1D
problem, by substituting (16) in (1) the equilibrium equation takes
the following form of
d
dx
f1EeðxÞ þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞEeðxþ xÞdx
 
¼ 0: ð17ÞWhen the strain ﬁeld is written in terms of the displacement
ﬁeld we have
f1E
d2uHðxÞ
dx2
þ f2
d
dx
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE duHðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
¼ 0: ð18Þ
In (18), uH(x) denotes the homogeneous part of the solution. The
EBFs may be evaluated by assuming
u^HðxÞ ¼
X
i
cieaix: ð19Þ
Here u^HðxÞ plays the role of an approximation to the exact solu-
tion uH(x). By inserting (19) in (18) we arrive atX
i
ciEa2i e
aix f1 þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞeaixdx
 
¼ 0; ð20Þ
leading to the following characteristic equation
a2i f1 þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞeaixdx
 
¼ 0: ð21Þ
The characteristic equation (21) must be solved for ai. This leads
to the following algebraic equations
a2i ¼ 0; f1 þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞeaixdx ¼ 0: ð22Þ
The ﬁrst equation gives folded roots as ai = 0, which yields the
well-known bases for the static analysis of a bar (i.e. 1 and x) in
the classical theory of elasticity. The second equation in (22) must
be solved numerically (more details will be given in Section 4).
Depending on the choice of the kernel function kðjxjÞ different sets
are obtained for ai. The ﬁnal solution is thus written as
u^HðxÞ ¼ c1 þ c2xþ
XN
i¼2
cieaix; ð23Þ
where N is the number of all roots found (or to be used for the solu-
tion) for both equations in (22). Instead of working with the form
given in the above relation, we prefer working with (19) as the com-
pact form of (23).
Remark 1. The unknown coefﬁcients in (19), or (23), are to be
found from the information at the boundaries as well as the
equilibrium conditions on the regions near boundaries when the
EBFs are to be used on a bounded domain. It may be noted that at
the points near boundaries falling in the support of the kernel
function, the relations (13) or (14) are not valid. For instance when
a generic point is considered near the end at x = L, the relation (14)
should be replaced byrðxÞ ¼ f1EeðxÞ þ f2
Z h
LR
kðjxjÞEeðxþ xÞdx; ð24Þ
with h being the distance between the point x, where the center of
the kernel function is located, and the end point (i.e. h = L  x). Such
a correction in the constitutive equation must be considered when
the equilibrium equation (17) is written and thus the characteristic
equation (21) does not represent the equilibrium condition.
This shows that the EBFs found in (23) are suitable for a region
x e [LR, L  LR] when the problem is to be solved on ½0; L. However,
depending on the distance between the point x and either of the
two ends, the deviation from full equilibrium state varies. This dis-
cussion indicates that when the nonlocal length is comparable with
the dimension of the domain, i.e. L/2 < LR < L, the series found in (23)
will no longer satisfy the governing equation. However, the series
may still be used for ﬁnding approximate solution in a fashion sim-
ilar to our latest studies (Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013).
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deﬁned on an unbounded domain, as in (13), then the characteris-
tic equation (21) takes the form of
a2i f1 þ f2
Z 1
1
kðjxjÞeaixdx
 
¼ 0: ð25Þ
In that case, regarding the discussion given in Remark 1, there
will always be some residuals when the associated EBFs are used
on a bounded domain. Nevertheless, when the generic point at x
is far from the ends, the residuals are expected to be small due
to the attenuation of the kernel function. Therefore ﬁnding the
coefﬁcients ci just from the information at the boundaries and
the equilibrium conditions near boundaries may seem to be appro-
priate. More details and discussions on such an effect will be pre-
sented in the section of numerical experiments.3.1.2. Body forces in the 1D problems
When a body force is present in a 1D problem the solution to
the problem may be performed by ﬁnding a particular part as uP
so that:
f1E
d2uPðxÞ
dx2
þ f2
d
dx
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE duPðxþ xÞ
dx
dxþ bðxÞ ¼ 0; ð26Þ
where b(x) is the body force. If b(x) is expressed in terms of some
exponential functions as
bðxÞ ¼
X
r
crearx; ð27Þ
then the particular solution is also approximated as
u^pðxÞ ¼
X
r
hrearx: ð28Þ
By substituting (27) and (28) in (26) one may evaluate the coefﬁ-
cients hr as
hr ¼ cr
Ea2r ðf1 þ f2
R LR
LR kðjxjÞearxdxÞ
: ð29Þ
The displacement ﬁeld is the sum of u^P and u^H
u^ðxÞ ¼ u^H þ u^p ¼
X
i
cieaix þ
X
r
hrearx: ð30Þ
While ai is determined from (22), ar should be chosen so that
the denominator in (29) does not vanish, i.e. ar should not be cho-
sen from the set found for ai. The only unknowns in (30) are the
coefﬁcients ci. The rest of the procedure, including the way that
cr is calculated and the set of ar is chosen, is similar to the proce-
dure described in Boroomand et al. (2010).
3.2. Two-dimensional problems
As in the 1D cases, we start from (9) while considering an un-
bounded domain X1
rðxÞ ¼ f1DeðxÞ þ f2
Z
X1
kðjx0  xjÞDeðx0ÞdXx0 : ð31Þ
By deﬁning a local coordinate system as
x ¼ x0  x; ð32Þ
and using a kernel function kðjx0  xjÞ deﬁned on a compact support
as (11), Eq. (31) is rewritten as
rðxÞ ¼ f1DeðxÞ þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDeðxþ xÞdXs; ð33Þ
where Xs is the support of the kernel kðjx0  xjÞ:3.2.1. Homogenous part of the solution
Considering the homogeneous part of the solution, by substitut-
ing (33) in (1) the equilibrium equations take the form of
ST f1DeðxÞ þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDeðxþ xÞdXs
 
¼ 0: ð34Þ
When the strains are written in terms of the displacements we
have
ST f1DSuHðxÞ þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDSuHðxþ xÞdXs
 
¼ 0: ð35Þ
Here again uH denotes the homogeneous part of the solution. The
EBFs may be evaluated by assuming
u^H ¼
X
i
cih
i
ðai ;biÞe
aixþbiy: ð36Þ
Here again u^H is an approximation to uH. In (36) x and y are the
coordinates of a generic point in X: The parameters ai and bi can
take on complex values, that is ðai; biÞ 2 C2. Also
hiðai ;biÞ ¼ ½hi1 hi2 
T
represents appropriate vectors to be found later.
Substitution of (36) in (35) leads to the following relation
X
i
ci
a2i D1 þ b2i D3 aibiðD2 þ D3Þ
aibiðD2 þ D3Þ a2i D3 þ b2i D1
" #
hi1
hi2
( )
gðai;biÞeaixþbiy ¼
0
0
 
;
ð37Þ
where g(ai, bi) is a function which is deﬁned as
gðai; biÞ ¼ f1 þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞeaixþbiydXs

: ð38Þ
For the non-trivial solutions, the coefﬁcients in the left hand side of
(37), including the determinant of the coefﬁcients matrix, must be
set to zero. This leads to the following algebraic equations
ða2i D1 þ b2i D3Þða2i D3 þ b2i D1Þ  a2i b2i ðD2 þ D3Þ2 ¼ 0; ð39Þ
or
gðai; biÞ ¼ 0: ð40Þ
From either of the above characteristic equations one may ﬁnd
ai in terms of bi or vice versa. An explicit relation will be given for
g(ai, bi) in Section 4. When (40) is used, the characteristic vector
hiðai ;biÞ takes an arbitrary form. However, when (39) is of concern,
one should ﬁnd an appropriate characteristic vector for the each
pair of (ai,bi). To further elaborate on the EBFs, we consider a plane
stress case in which
D1 ¼ E=ð1 m2Þ; D2 ¼ mD1; D3 ¼ E=ð2ð1þ mÞÞ; ð41Þ
where E and m denote the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of
the material, respectively. Substituting the material properties
(41) in (39) and solving for ai in terms of bi we ﬁnd
ai ¼  ibi ðfolded rootsÞ; hi1 ¼  i; hi2 ¼ 1; i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
; ð42Þ
or when bi is calculated in terms of ai
bi ¼  iai ðfolded rootsÞ; hi1 ¼  i; hi2 ¼ 1: ð43Þ
It can be seen that the roots found are exactly the same as those
in the classical elasticity theory reported in Boroomand et al.
(2010). Moreover, similar to the classical elasticity theory, in each
case some of the EBFs are missing. We follow the same procedure
explained by Boroomand et al. (2010) in order to ﬁnd the missing
EBFs noting that in this case the equilibrium equations in (34)
comprise additional terms. Therefore the missing EBFs are as-
sumed to have the following general form
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a1i
a2i
( )
xþ b
1
i
b2i
( )
yþ d
1
i
d2i
( ) !
eaixþbiy: ð44Þ
Introducing (44) in (35) leads to the following system of
equations
gðai;biÞ A
a1i
a2i
( )
xþ A
b1i
b2i
8<
:
9=
;y
0
@
1
Aþ gðai;biÞ A d
1
i
d2i
8<
:
9=
;þ B
a1i
a2i
( )0@
8<
:
þ C
b1i
b2i
8<
:
9=
;
1
Aþ aiD1G1 þ aiD2G2 þ biD3G3
biD2G1 þ biD1G2 þ aiD3G3
( )9=
;eaixþbiy ¼
0
0
( )
;
ð45Þ
with A being the same coefﬁcient matrix as in (37) and
B ¼ 2D1ai ðD2 þD3ÞbiðD2 þD3Þbi 2D3ai
 
; C ¼ 2D3bi ðD2 þD3ÞaiðD2 þD3Þai 2D1bi
 
:
ð46Þ
Also G1, G2 and G3 in (45) are evaluated by the following
expressions
G1
G2
G3
8><
>:
9>=
>; ¼ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞeaixþbiy
aiða1i xþ b1i yÞ
biða2i xþ b2i yÞ
aiða2i xþ b2i yÞ þ biða1i xþ b1i yÞ
8>><
>:
9>>=
>;dXs:
ð47Þ
Since the determinant of A vanishes, one may choose
ai ¼  ibi !
a1i
a2i
( )
¼ a  i
1
 
;
b1i
b2i
( )
¼ b  i
1
 
ð48Þ
or
bi ¼  iai !
a1i
a2i
( )
¼ a  i
1
 
;
b1i
b2i
( )
¼ b  i
1
 
: ð49Þ
By using the above values, the last term in (45) vanishes and
now by setting to zero the second term in (45) the following sets
for uiH are obtained
ai ¼  ibi ! uiH ¼ a
 i
1
 
x þ b  i
1
 
y þ pða; bÞ
dða; bÞ
  
eai xþ bi y;
ð50Þ
or
bi ¼  iai ! uiH ¼ a
 i
1
 
x þ b  i
1
 
y þ f qða; bÞ
dða; bÞ g
 
eai xþ bi y;
ð51Þ
where a, b are two arbitrary coefﬁcients while p, q and d are three
functions of a, b. This leads to four additional bases, one for each
root. Our experience in the classical elasticity problems shows that
combining the bases given in (50) or (51) still produces excellent re-
sults while decreasing the number of bases from six to four (see
Boroomand et al., 2010; Shamsaei and Boroomand, 2011, and Zandi
et al., 2012b). We use (a = b = 1) which leads to d = 1 and
p ¼  i ðbi þ ð1  iÞð3 4mÞÞ
bi
or q
¼ i ðai þ ð1  iÞð3 4mÞÞ
ai
: ð52Þ
The ﬁnal set of the EBFs may be written as (for ai ¼  ibi)u^H ¼
X
i
c1i
i
1
" #
ebiðixþyÞ þ c2i
i
1
" #
ebiðixþyÞ
(
þ c3i
i
1
" #
xþ
i
1
" #
yþ
i bi ð1 þ mÞ þ ð1  iÞ ðm3Þ
bi ð1 þ mÞ
1
" # !
ebiðixþyÞ
þ c4i
i
1
" #
xþ
i
1
" #
yþ
 i bi ð1 þ mÞ þ ð1 þ iÞ ðm3Þ
bi ð1 þ mÞ
1
" # !
ebiðixþyÞ
)
þ
X
j
c1j
1
0
" #
eajxþbjy þ
X
j
c2j
0
1
" #
eajxþbjy: ð53Þ
The EBFs for the case of bi ¼  iai may be obtained analogously
(also for plane strain cases). As is seen, the ﬁrst four forms in (53)
are identical to those obtained by Boroomand et al. (2010) for the
classical elasticity problems. The last two forms in (53) pertain to
the characteristic equation (40). It may sufﬁce to mention that
we choose a and b based on the strategy suggested in our previous
study (Boroomand et al., 2010).
Obviously the EBFs found as in (53) are suitable when the ker-
nel support does not intersect the boundaries of the domain (see
Remark 1).
3.2.2. Body forces in the 2D problems
Similar to the 1D problems, the particular part of the solution in
2D cases is written as:
u^P ¼
X
r;s
hrsearxþbsy; ð54Þ
where ar and bs are two independent complex numbers to be cho-
sen so that g(ar, bs)– 0 and also the determinant of the coefﬁcient
matrix in (37) does not vanish. Also hrs represents a set of vectors
containing the coefﬁcients that are to be evaluated by substituting
(54) in (1) while expressing the body forces b in terms of EBFs. The
procedure of ﬁnding hrs is similar to that explained in Boroomand
et al. (2010) and thus we do not repeat it here for the sake of con-
ciseness. The approximated displacement ﬁeld is the sum of u^p in
(54) and u^H in (53)
u^ ¼ u^p þ u^H: ð55Þ
The unknown coefﬁcients in (53) are determined by the use of a
weighted residual approach (see Section 5).
4. The choice of the kernel function
In this section we present more details on the choice of the ker-
nel function k and the associated characteristic equations in the
1D/2D problems.
4.1. One-dimensional problems
For 1D problems the following kernel function is used (see for
instance Pisano and Fuschi, 2003)
kðjxjÞ ¼ 1
2l
e
jxj
l : ð56Þ
In the above relation l is a characteristic length depending on the
material micro-mechanical properties. Note that k in (56) has been
normalized so that (8) holds. In this paper we also use the following
kernel
kðjxjÞ ¼ 1
l
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p e
x2
l2 ; ð57Þ
which is consistent with the kernel used for the 2D problems (see
Section 4.2).
Fig. 1. Variation of the EBFs found for the 1D cases and for l = L/20; and f1/f2 = 1/9;
(a) from the roots of the Eq. in (59) for ﬁnite LR and those evaluated as in (63) for
LR?1 for the kernel in (57), (b) from the roots of the characteristic equation
obtained for the kernel in (56).
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(22) does not have closed form solution and thus it must be solved
numerically. Finding the roots of such a characteristics equation is
a tedious task. We present a number of its roots for various values
of LR/l in Appendix B. If the kernel in (56) is deﬁned on an un-
bounded domain, i.e. LR?1, then the characteristic equation
takes the following form
f1 þ
f2
1 l2a2i
¼ 0: ð58Þ
The above equation possesses just two roots as
ai ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f1 þ f2
p
=l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f1
p
. Such a set of roots is not sufﬁcient for con-
structing a series of EBFs (instead one may use the roots presented
in Appendix B when LR/l is relatively large).
Alternatively, when (57) is used as the kernel the following
characteristic equation is obtained
f1 þ
1
2
e
1
4l
2a2
i f2 Erf
LR
l
 lai
2
 
þ Erf LR
l
þ lai
2
  
¼ 0: ð59Þ
In the above relation Erf(.) denotes the error function, i.e.
Erf ðxÞ ¼ 2ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
Z x
0
es
2
ds: ð60Þ
It can be seen that still ﬁnding the roots of such equation is a
tedious task. However, when the kernel (57) is deﬁned on an un-
bounded support/domain (LR?1) we obtain the following equa-
tion whose roots are found easily
f1 þ f2e
l2a2
i
4 ¼ 0: ð61Þ
To ﬁnd an explicit relation for the roots of (61) we rewrite it as
f2
f1
e
l2a2
i
4 ¼ 1 ¼ eð2n1Þip; n 2 Z: ð62Þ
This leads to the following relation for the roots
ai ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð2n 1Þipþ lnðf1=f2Þp
l
; f1 – 0; f2 – 0: ð63Þ
Nevertheless, the relation in (63) is not valid for f1 = 0, i.e. pure
nonlocal elasticity case (note that f2 = 0 refers to the classical the-
ory). For f1 = 0 one may directly use (59) for a ﬁnite value of LR (see
Appendix C for this case). The variation of the ﬁrst two EBFs con-
structed by the roots obtained in (63), the roots of (59) and those
given in Appendix B for the ﬁrst kernel (56) is shown in Fig. 1.
For simplicity we have considered a normalized coordinate as
n = x/L and a bounded domain as 0 6 n 6 1 for plotting the EBFs
(although they are deﬁned for n 2 ð1; 1Þ). The EBFs are normal-
ized with respect to their maximumwhich happens at either of the
end points. As is seen in Fig. 1(a) both sets of EBFs constructed by
the roots given as (63) and those obtained for (59) are similar.
Fig. 1(b) depicts that the EBFs constructed by the roots of the char-
acteristic equation using the ﬁrst kernel are different from those in
Fig. 1(a). All EBFs attenuate fast from both ends towards the mid
points of the interval 0 6 n 6 1. This indicates that for a bounded
domain with no body force, the nonlocal effect may be expected
at regions near the boundaries. This means that the bases obtained
for the classical elasticity theory, as the ﬁrst two in (23) for the 1D
cases, are good choices (or perhaps enough) for the solution at the
middle part of the problem.
4.2. Two-dimensional problems
For 2D problems the following kernel function is used (see for
instance Polizzotto, 2001 and Pisano et al., 2009)kðjxjÞ ¼ 1
pl2
e
x2þy2
l2 : ð64Þ
The characteristic equation in (40) takes the following form
gðai; biÞ ¼ f1 þ
1
4
e
1
4l
2ða2
i
þb2i Þf2 Erf
LR
l
 lai
2
 
þ Erf LR
l
þ lai
2
  
Erf
LR
l
 lbi
2
 
þ Erf LR
l
þ lbi
2
  
¼ 0: ð65Þ
Similar to (59) ﬁnding the roots of g(ai, bi) is not an easy task.
Instead one may think of using the kernel on an unbounded do-
main which leads to the following characteristic equation
gðai; biÞ ¼ f1 þ f2e
l2
4 ða2i þb
2
i Þ ¼ 0: ð66Þ
Following a similar procedure for deriving explicit relations for
the roots of (61), we may write
a2i þ b2i ¼
4ð2n 1Þipþ 4 lnðf1=f2Þ
l2
; n 2 Z; f1 – 0; f2 – 0:
ð67Þ
From which ai may be evaluated in terms of bi or vice versa. To
give more insight to the behavior of the EBFs, their variation is
shown in Fig. 2 for a set of pairs of ða; bÞ. Here again, although
the functions are deﬁned on an unbounded domain, they are plot-
ted on a bounded domain 0 6 n 6 1, 0 6 g 6 1 with n = x/a and
g = y/b for a rectangular domain a  b. The EBFs are normalized
with respect to their maximum values in the region. Similar to
the 1D cases, it can be seen that the functions attenuate fast to-
wards the interior parts of the bounded domain. This means that
Fig. 2. Variation of the EBFs found for the 2D cases from Eq. (67) and for l = a/5
(or b/5) and f1/f2 = 1 and n = 1; (a) for a = 0.01  0.1i, b = 0.1496  0.1117i, (b) for
a = 0.02  0.3i, b = 0.3011  0.0322i.
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(53) play a key role in the solution at the interior parts of a
bounded domain.
The readers may note again that the relation in (67) is not
valid for f1 = 0. Nevertheless, for such a case one may still use
(65) for a ﬁnite value of LR. Interesting to note is that for
f1 = 0 two independent sets are obtained for ai and bi each of
which is similar to the set of roots evaluated for the relation
in the 1D cases in (59) when f1 = 0. This means that the roots
reported in Appendix C for the relation in (59) may be used
for the 2D cases.5. A boundary layer method using a weighted residual approach
In this section we use the EBFs found earlier to develop a
boundary layer method. The term ‘‘boundary layer’ is used to indi-
cate that the method uses the boundary information, similar to
other methods such as the BEM, as well as the information at a
layer/region close to the boundary (see Remark 1). However, as
indicated in Remark 2, by using the EBFs suitable for unbounded
domains there always will be some residuals when they are used
for the solution of problems on bounded domains. However the ef-
fect becomes immaterial at the interior parts when the length of
nonlocal effect is sufﬁciently small in comparison with the size
of the main computational domain (see Section 4). We shallpresent the details of such an effect in the section of numerical
experiments.
5.1. One-dimensional problems
In the 1D problems deﬁned on ½0; L we write a weighted resid-
ual expression
Z L
0
wlðxÞ ddx f1E e^ðxÞ þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE e^ðxþ xÞdx
 
þ bðxÞ
 
dx ¼ 0;
ð68Þ
wherewl(x) represents a set of weight functions and e^ is the approx-
imated strain ﬁeld to be evaluated from u^. Note that in the above
relation we have considered the body forces and thus when the
strain ﬁeld is written in terms of the displacement ﬁeld, in view
of (30), we should write
Z L
0
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
dðu^HðxÞ þ u^PðxÞÞ
dx

þf2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE dðu^Hðxþ xÞ þ u^Pðxþ xÞÞ
dx
dx

þ bðxÞ

dx ¼ 0; ð69Þ
which may be rearranged as
Z L
0
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z L
0
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
þbðxÞ

dx ¼ 0: ð70Þ
One can use a set of piece-wise continuous functions for wl(x), sim-
ilar to the hat-functions in the ﬁnite element method. The deﬁnition
of wl(x) may be given as
wlðxÞ ¼ 0 x 6 xl  Lw=2;
wlðxÞ– 0 xl  Lw=2 6 x 6 xl þ Lw=2
wlðxÞ ¼ 0 xl þ Lw=2 6 x:
8><
>: ; ð71Þ
In such a case the relation in (70) may be written on seven parts
of the domain (assuming that LR is discretized by a number of cells
with equal sizes while LR  L) asZ Lw=2
0
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z Lw=2
0
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx
þf2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^PðxþxÞ
dx
dx
 
þbðxÞ
 
dx
¼ 0; xl ¼ 0;
ð72Þ
andZ xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^HðxþxÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx
þf2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^PðxþxÞ
dx
dx
 
þbðxÞ
 
dx¼0;
Lw
2
6 xl 6 LRLw2 ;
and
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xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
LR
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

dx
þ
Z LR
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

þ bðxÞ

dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
LR
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

þ bðxÞ

dx ¼ 0;
LR  Lw2 < xl < LR þ
Lw
2
; ð74Þ
andZ xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

þ bðxÞ

dx ¼ 0;
LR þ Lw2 6 xl 6 L LR 
Lw
2
; ð75Þ
Z LLR
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
LLR
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z Lx
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

dx
þ
Z LLR
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z LR
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

þ bðxÞ

dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
LLR
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx

þf2
Z Lx
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx

þ bðxÞ

dx ¼ 0;
L LR  Lw2 < xl < L LR þ
Lw
2
; ð76Þ
and
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z Lx
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z Lx
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
þbðxÞ
 
dx
¼ 0; L LRþ Lw2 6 xl 6 L
Lw
2
;
ð77ÞZ L
L Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z Lx
LR
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
  
dx
þ
Z L
L Lw2
wlðxÞ ddx f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx
þf2
Z Lx
LR
kðjxjÞE du^PðxþxÞ
dx
dx
 
þbðxÞ
 
dx
¼ 0; xl ¼ L:
ð78Þ
In view of (18) and (26), the integrands of both integrals in (75)
vanish. The remaining relations are thus those in (72)–(74) and
(76)–(78). Integration by parts for (73), for instance, leads to
Z xlþLw2
xlLw2
dwlðxÞ
dx
f1E
du^HðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^Hðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
dx
þ
Z xlþLw2
xlLw2
dwlðxÞ
dx
f1E
du^PðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE du^Pðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
dx

Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞbðxÞdxwl xl þ Lw2
 
r^ xl þ Lw2
 
þwl xl  Lw2
 
r^ xl  Lw2
 
¼ 0; Lw
2
6 xl 6 LR  Lw2 : ð79Þ
In the above relation r^ð:Þ is the approximated stress at the
point. Choosing a weight function so that
wl xl þ Lw2
	 
 ¼ wlðxl  Lw2 Þ ¼ 0, see Fig. 3, the last two terms in (79)
vanish and thus
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
dwlðxÞ
dx
f1E
duHðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE duHðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
dx
¼
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
wlðxÞbðxÞdx f lP ; ð80Þ
where f lP denotes the second integral in (79). For (72) or (78) in
which the weight support intersects the boundary at x = 0 or x = L
(e.g. a Neumann type) one may write (for (72))
Z Lw=2
0
dwlðxÞ
dx
f1E
duHðxÞ
dx
þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞE duHðxþ xÞ
dx
dx
 
dx
¼
Z Lw=2
0
wlðxÞbðxÞdxwlð0Þrð0Þ  f lP : ð81Þ
Note that in (81) we have replaced r^ð0Þwith r(0) as a condition
at x = 0. A similar expression as (81) may be written for (78). Sub-
stitution of (19) in such relations results in a system of equations
which may be written as
Kc ¼ F: ð82Þ
In (82), c contains all coefﬁcients as ci in (19) and F contains all
terms in the right hand side of the equations as in (80) and (81).
Note that K is a rectangular matrix. The elements of K, associated
with the relation in (80), are as
kli ¼ ai
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
dwlðxÞ
dx
f1E þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞEeaix dx
 
eaixdx: ð83Þ
The elements associated with other relations pertaining to (74),
(76), and (77) are found in an analogous manner. The readers may
also note that we have started with assuming that LR is discretized
by a number of cells with equal sizes (and the discretization is con-
tinued till one cell beyond LR) so that the width of the boundary
layer zone becomes LR + Lw/2. In the case of using cells with un-
equal sizes the bounds of the integrals and the boundary layer zone
may be deﬁned by analogy.
Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of the boundary layer zone deﬁned by the kernel function and the cell size.
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unbounded support/domain, i.e. LR?1, the integrands in (75) do
not vanish. This leads to additional relations in (82). The elements
of K for such cases are written as
kli ¼ ai
Z xlþLw2
xl Lw2
dwlðxÞ
dx
f1E þ f2
Z Lx
x
kðjxjÞEeaix dx
 
eaixdx: ð84Þ
The elements of F may be found by analogy. In practice there is no
need for considering such relations in zones far from the bound-
aries because in the central zones the residuals are considerably
small.Remark 4. The matrix K and the array F in (82) may be con-
structed by an assembly process when the weight functions wl
are locally deﬁned on a mesh of cells/elements. We call such a
mesh as the ‘‘weight mesh’’ hereafter. However, the assembly pro-
cess is just performed on the rows of K or F (since the EBFs are
deﬁned over the whole computational domain). Obviously the
matrix relation for each cell depends on the location of the cell
in the domain. For instance for a generic cell with linear variation
of the weight, falling in a region that (83) is valid as shown in Fig. 3,
the contribution of the cell to the arrays K and F is written as
kemi ¼ ai
Z xe2
xe1
dNem
dx
f1E þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞEeaix dx
 
eaixdx; m ¼ 1;2;
ð85Þ
and
Femi ¼
Z xe2
xe
1
NembðxÞdx
X
r
hrar
Z xe2
xe
1
dNem
dx
earx
 f1E þ f2
Z LR
x
kðjxjÞEearx dx
 
dx m ¼ 1;2: ð86Þ
In the above relations Nem represents the cell/element shape
functions, used as the weight, while xe1 and x
e
2 are the coordinates
of the two ends. The above relations are associated to (73) which
is valid for the interval of 0 6 xl 6 LR  Lw2 . The readers may note
that when similar relations associated to (74), which is valid for
the interval of LR  Lw2 < xl < LR þ Lw2 , are of concern and when a
boundary layer mesh is to be used for cells with LR < xe1 < LR þ Lw2 ,
just one of the relations, i.e. for m = 1, is taken into account for
the assembly process.
One remaining point is concerning with the satisfaction of the
boundary conditions. It is clear that Neumann conditions appear
in F as in the second term in the right hand side of (81). However,Dirichlet conditions do not appear straightforwardly in (82). To
satisfy such conditions we use a collocation approach. For instance
when a condition as u(0) = u0 is of concern we write
u^jx¼0 ¼ u0: ð87Þ
Now in view of (30) the following relation may be written
X
i
cieaix þ
X
r
hrearx
" #
x¼0
¼ u0: ð88Þ
This leads to a new relation for the coefﬁcients ci asX
i
ci ¼ u0 
X
r
hr; ð89Þ
which may be included in the matrix relation in (82). We ﬁnd the
values of ci by the procedure explained in Appendix A.
5.2. Two-dimensional problems
The formulation given for the 1D problems may be easily ex-
tended to the 2D problems. A weighted residual expression is writ-
ten asZ
X
wl S
T f1DSu^ðxÞ þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDSu^ðxþ xÞdXs
 
þ b
 
dX ¼ 0;
wl ¼ wl I: ð90Þ
In the deﬁnition of wl in (90) I is a 2 2 identity matrix. The weight
function wl is deﬁned on a compact support as Xw
wl – 0 x 2 Xw;
wl ¼ 0 x R Xw:

ð91Þ
In view of (55) and (91) one may rewrite (90) asZ
Xw
wl S
T f1DSu^HðxÞ þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDSu^Hðxþ xÞdXs
  
dXw
þ
Z
Xw
wl S
T f1DSu^PðxÞ þ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDSu^Pðxþ xÞdXs
  
dXw
þ
Z
Xw
wlbdXw ¼ 0: ð92Þ
By assuming that Xw is much smaller than the main computa-
tional domain X, the relation in (92) may be written for two re-
gions Xb and X0
X ¼ Xb [X0; ð93Þ
where Xb is a boundary layer region deﬁned within a distance of
LR + jLw (0 6 j 6 1) from the boundary C = Cu [ Ct, and X0 repre-
Fig. 4. Loading conditions for nonlocal elastic bar: (a) end concentrated force; (b)
constant body force.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the results obtained for 1D determinate bar in Fig. 4a.
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sured along the normal to the boundary. Similar to (75) for one-
dimensional problems, the integrands in (92) vanish whenXw com-
pletely falls insideX0. Therefore (92) must be written whenXw falls
inside Xb.
As in 1D problems, in practice we construct a 2Dmesh for deﬁn-
ing the weight functions (see Remark 4). Relation (92) is written
for all weight functions deﬁned on the nodes (hat functions). With
all such relations a system of equations, as in (82), is resulted.
When an integration by part is used the elements of K take the fol-
lowing form
ðkliÞ22 ¼
Z
Xw
½SwlT f1DShiþf2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDShieaixþbiydXs
 
eai xþbiydXw: ð94Þ
By writing the relations at the cell/element level, when the ele-
ment shape functions are considered as the weights, one may em-
ploy an assembly procedure to construct the system of equations.
The assembly of such relation leads to a system of equations as in
(82). For linear rectangular elements, for instance, when the cell is
in Xb, one may write
ðkemiÞ22 ¼
Z
Xe
½SNemT f1DShiþ f2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDShieaixþbiydXs
 
eai xþbiydXe; m
¼1; . . . ;4;
ð95Þ
and
Femi ¼ 
X
r;s
Z
Xe
½SNem
T
f1DShrs

þf2
Z
Xs
kðjxjÞDShrsearxþbsy dXs

earxþbsydXe

þ
Z
Xe
NembdXe þ
Z
Ce
NemtdC: ð96Þ
In the above relations Xe and Ce denote the cell area and its
boundary, respectively. Also Nem ¼ NemI in which Nem is the m th
shape function of the cell. The last term in the right hand side of
(96) is taken into account when the cell is adjacent to the boundary
with Neumann conditions.
In order to include Dirichlet conditions, similar to the 1D cases,
we use a collocation approach. To this end, in view of (2) and (55),
we write
u^H þ u^P ¼ uB on Cu: ð97Þ
This leads to a new set of equations in terms of the coefﬁcients
ci as
X
i
cih
ieaixBþbiyB ¼ uB 
X
r;s
hrsearxBþbsyB ðxB; yBÞ 2 Cu; ð98Þ
which is included in the system of equations to be solved. For the
sake of conciseness we shall not present the details of the formula-
tion since one may follow it with a rationale similar to that used in
1D problems.
6. Numerical experiments
In this section we present the results of our numerical experi-
ments on 1D and 2D problems.
6.1. One-dimensional problems
We consider determinate as well as indeterminate 1D problems
as shown in Fig. 4. In order to present the results we use the fol-
lowing normalized strain ﬁelde ¼ EAF e^;
F ¼
Z L
0
jbðxÞjdxþ jFLj; ð99Þ
where jFLj denotes the magnitude of the force at the end of the bar
in the determinate problems. For the indeterminate problems we
use FL ¼ 0. Also in (99), b(x) denotes the body force of the problem.
To give an insight to the accuracy of the solution in the determi-
nate problems we deﬁne the following norm
gr ¼
R
X R
2
r dXR
X r2 dX
 !1=2
; ð100Þ
in which
RrðxÞ ¼ rðxÞ  f1E e^ðxÞ þ f2
Z L
0
kðjx0  xjÞE e^ðx0Þdx0
 
: ð101Þ
Moreover, in order to compare the results with those from other
references, we deﬁne the following norm
g ¼
PNP
i¼1ðe1ðxÞ  e2ðxÞÞ2PNP
i¼1ðe2ðxÞÞ2
 !1=2
; ð102Þ
in which e1(x) and e2(x) are two strain ﬁelds obtained from two solu-
tion methods. In the above relation NP is the number of points se-
lected inside the domain (for instance NP ¼ 1000).
To begin with, we present the results for the solution of the
determinate bar shown in Fig. 4a solved with the use of the EBFs
and a set of cells deﬁned over the boundary layer zone. The kernel
function is as the one given in (56). For this problem, a closed form
Table 1
The error norms for different number of EBFs and cells in the solution of determinate
bar.
No. of bases No. of cells gr g
34 52 0.00128 0.00138
42 202 0.00105 0.00107
62 202 0.00059 0.00061
Table 2
The error norms for different number of EBFs for cell conﬁgurations as the one shown
in Fig. 6(b).
LR/l No. of bases gr
5 42 0.000828
4 42 0.001693
3 22 0.007821
Table 3
The error norms for different number of EBFs using the kernel function deﬁned in (57).
No. of bases Cells with equal lengths Cell conﬁguration as Fig. 6(c)
No. of cells gr No. of cells gr
20 200 2.88 E5 61 3.78E5
24 200 9.13E6 61 6.28E6
28 200 6.54E6 61 1.02E6
Fig. 6. Cell conﬁgurations (61 cells): (a) the position of nodes on the bar, (b) the
distribution of the cell length along the bar for bounded kernels and for LR/l = 5
and l = L/20, (c) the distribution of the cell length along the bar for unbounded
kernels.
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(2013) for LR?1. Recalling that for LR?1 the kernel in (56) does
not generate enough number of EBFs (see (58)), for the validation
of the results, we solve the problem by relatively large LR, as LR/
l = 7, and ﬁnd the roots of (22) numerically to construct the EBFs.
The ﬁnal results are then compared with the closed form solution
(in this example f1/f2 = 1 and l = L/20). 66 EBFs and 202 cells are
used for the solution. Fig. 5 depicts the results obtained for e. We
have included the results obtained by the Chebyshev series pre-
sented by Abdollahi and Boroomand (2013). Excellent agreement
is observable in the results.
We further perform a convergence study and solve the problem
with different numbers of EBFs and cells. Since the closed form
solution given by Benvenuti and Simone (2013) is just for the case
of LR?1, we consider the results obtained by Chebyshev series in
our latest studies (for LR/l = 5) as the reference solution for compar-
isons. Again a set of cells with equal lengths are used. Table 1
shows the error norm evaluated for different numbers of EBFs
and cells used. For each case we have evaluated the deviation of
the strains from those recently reported by the authors (Abdollahi
and Boroomand, 2013) using Chebyshev polynomials. As is seen,
the error norm decreases when the number of EBFs grows. More-
over, both error norms gr and g follow each other. This is because
the solution obtained in the previous study is of very low residual
and thus it is very close to the exact solution.
In order to give some insight to the concept of boundary layer
method proposed in this paper, we repeat the solution with a
non-uniform distribution of the cells. Fig. 6(a) depicts a sample
of the cell conﬁgurations used. As is seen we have used a set of cells
arranged just near the two ends (see Fig. 6(b) for the distribution of
the cell length along the bar). Table 2 contains the results obtained
for gr while l = L/20 and for different values of LR/l (for bounded
kernels). For LR/l = 5 one may compare the results with those re-
ported in Table 1. It can clearly be seen that by using less number
of elements just near the two ends one may still obtain results with
excellent accuracy.
We repeat the solution using the kernel function deﬁned in
(57). To generate the EBFs we use (63) given for the cases in which
LR?1. We ﬁrst use a set of cells with equal lengths covering the
whole computational domain. Table 3 reports the norms gr, see
(100), obtained for different numbers of cells and EBFs. As is seen
the error monotonically decreases when the number of EBFs
grows. Note that there is no reference result in the literature, using
the kernel in (57), for calculating the error of strains. We repeat the
solution with a non-uniform distribution of the cells. Fig. 6(c) de-
picts a sample of the cell conﬁgurations used. The results are re-
ported in the same table. It can be observed that with less
number of cells one can obtain results with less error.
Fig. 7 shows the normalized strain ﬁelds for different values of l
and f1/f2 for the kernel function deﬁned in (57). The strain ﬁelds
may be compared with those given in the previous research by
the authors (Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013) for the kernel de-
ﬁned in (56). In the same line, the readers may refer to the studies
by Benvenuti and Tralli (2006) for the results of FEM using fast
Gauss transform.
As another case for 1D problems, the indeterminate problem of
Fig. 4b is considered. Here again the kernel function is as the onegiven in (56) with bounded domain (LR/l = 5). In the recent studies
by the authors (Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013), the problem has
been solved using a superposition approach from the results ob-
tained for determinate problem. Note that when using the EBFs,
Fig. 7. Normalized strain ﬁelds obtained for bar of Fig. 4(a): (a) for f1/f2 = 1 and for
different values of l (b) for l = L/20 and for different values of f1.
Fig. 8. Normalized strain ﬁelds obtained for indeterminate bar of Fig. 4(b) for l = L/
20, f1/f2 = 1 using the kernel in (56).
Fig. 9. Normalized strain ﬁelds obtained for indeterminate bar of Fig. 4(b) using the
kernel in (57): (a) for f1/f2 = 1 and for different values of l (b) for l = L/20 and for
different values of f1.
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conditions at the two ends. Fig. 8 demonstrates that the results
of the current analysis coincide with those reported by the authors
(Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013). In Fig. 9 we report the results of
the method when using the kernel function deﬁned in (57) for dif-
ferent values of l and f1/f2. Table 4 reports the results of this case
obtained for gr while l = L/20, f1/f2 = 1 and cell conﬁguration
shown in Fig. 6(c). In obtaining the results with body force, we
have used a number of EBFs, see (27), constructed by considering
ar ¼ i rDb; Db 2 Rþ, and r e {Nr, ..., 1, 0, 1, ..., Nr} ﬁtted on a num-
ber of values on some sampling points (denoted by P) to express
the body force (the values of Db, Nr and P are shown in Table 4).
6.2. Two-dimensional problems
Here again, to give an insight to the accuracy of the solution, the
following residuals are deﬁned
RX ¼ ST r^þ b in X; ð103Þ
and
RC ¼ ~nr^ t on Ct ; ð104Þ
and based on such residuals we deﬁne the following norms
kRXk ¼
Z
X
RTXRXdX
 1=2
and kRCk ¼
Z
C
RTCRCdC
 1=2
: ð105Þ
However the difﬁculty is that they are not dimensionless and
thus the estimation of their largeness/smallness is not an easy task.
One may compare the residual norms with the norm of the pre-
scribed values; for instance kRXk and kRCk may be compared with
kbk and ktk, respectively. Thus the following normalized normmay
be found usefulg ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
AX
p kRXk þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LC
p kRCkﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
AX
p kbk þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃLCp ktk ; ktk ¼
Z
C
tTtdC
 1=2
;
kbk ¼
Z
X
bTbdX
 1=2
: ð106Þ
In the above relation AX is the area occupied by the 2D domain
X and LC is the total length of its boundary C  oX. For problems
with no body force one may use an appropriate scale of ktk for the
equilibrium residuals. For such cases we deﬁne the following norm
as an error indicator (see also Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013)
g ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
AX
p kRXk þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LC
p kRCk
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LC
p ktk : ð107Þ
Table 4
The error norms for different number of EBFs for cell conﬁguration shown in Fig. 6(c) using the kernel function deﬁned in (57) with unbounded domain and l = L/20, f1/f2 = 1.
No. of bases for homogeneous part Parameters used for particular solution gX
Db Nr P
20 0.02 5 10 6.68E5
24 0.02 5 10 1.69E5
28 0.02 5 10 6.56E6
Fig. 10. 2D cell conﬁgurations (ace = bce = 0.15L, 21  21cells): (a) for unbounded
kernels; (b) for bounded kernel and for LR/l = 2 and l = L/20.
Table 5
The error norms for different cell conﬁgurations using the unbounded kernel function
for l = L/10, f1/f2 = 1 and mesh conﬁgurations as Fig. 10(a).
Classical
bases
Eq. (40)
bases
ace = bce No. of
elements
g g
144 36 0.15L 21  21 0.0177 0.0163
144 36 0.25L 21  21 0.0179 0.0164
144 36 0.35L 21  21 0.0182 0.0167
144 36 0.45L 21  21 0.0190 0.0171
Fig. 11. Distribution of the normalized strains in the 2D benchmark solved with
ace = bce = 0.15L; (a) distribution of ex (b) distribution of ey , (c) distribution of cxy.
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other references, we deﬁne the following norm
g ¼
PNP
i¼1ðe1  e2ÞTðe1  e2ÞPNP
i¼1eT2e2
 !1=2
; ð108Þ
Fig. 12. (a) Magniﬁed deformed shape of the domain obtained by x=aþ u and
y=bþ v , (b) distribution of ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃAXp ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃRTXRX
q
=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
LC
p ktk.
Table 6
The error norms for different values of LR/l and l/L using the bounded kernel function
f1/f2 = 1.
l/L LR/l Classical bases Eq. (40) bases No. of elements g
1/10 2 144 36 416 0.0192
1/10 3 144 36 432 0.0178
1/20 2 144 28 392 0.0217
1/20 3 144 28 416 0.0205
Table 7
The error norms for l = L/10 and for different values of LR/l using the bounded kernel
function f1/f2 = 1.
LR/l Classical bases Eq. (40) bases No. of elements g
2 144 36 416 0.0187
3 144 36 432 0.0179
Fig. 13. Distribution of the normalized strains in the 2D problem with shear
tractions; (a) distribution of cxy , (b) distribution of ex .
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methods. In the above relation NP is the number of points selected
inside the domain (for instance NP ¼ 10000).
We consider a square domain 0 6 x 6 L; 0 6 y 6 L (or a = b = L).
The Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio are considered as; E
and m = 0.2 respectively. We present the solution of the problem
under plane stress conditions with f1 = f2 = 0.5. The following nor-
malized displacement, strain and stress ﬁelds are deﬁned for the
presentation of the results:
u ¼ Et L u^; e ¼
E
t
e^; r ¼ 1t r^;
t ¼ jr0j; ð109Þ
where |r0| denotes the magnitude of the tractions deﬁned in each
problem. To generate the EBFs, pertaining to the characteristic
equation (40), we solve (67) given for the cases in which LR?1.
We consider the roots for a when bi = 0 and those for b when
ai = 0. According to Remark 3 there is no need to considering a large
number of cells in the central zone of the domain. Therefore we use
a cell conﬁguration including a large cell in the center (ace  bce) and
for the boundary effect we arrange the cells in a boundary layer. The
cell sizes decrease quadratically towards the boundaries (unidirec-
tionally near the edges and bidirectionally at corners). Fig. 10(a)
shows a sample of cell conﬁgurations used.
To being with, we present the results for the solution of a prob-
lem with equilibrated tractions as
tjx¼0;y ¼ hr0;0iT ; tjx¼L;y ¼ hr0; 0iT ; tjx;y¼0 ¼ tjx;y¼L ¼ 0; ð110Þ
with r0 being the magnitude of the tractions. The Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions (least supports) are deﬁned as
ujx¼0;y¼L=2 ¼ vjx¼0;y¼L=2 ¼ 0; v jx¼L;y¼L=2 ¼ 0: ð111ÞTable 5 shows the error norms evaluated for different cell con-
ﬁgurations used. For each case we have evaluated the deviation of
the strains from those recently reported by the authors (Abdollahi
and Boroomand, 2013) using Chebyshev polynomials. The results
reported for g in Table 5 show such a deviation between the two
solutions. The readers may note that although g and g are obtained
within a rather similar order, we do not expect that they vary sim-
ilarly since the reference solution used still has a small error and
does not play the role of a perfect exact solution (the error reported
by Abdollahi and Boroomand, 2013 is g = 0.00734). It can be seen
that while the error norms are reasonably low in all cases, they
do not signiﬁcantly grow by increasing the size of the central cell.
This shows that one may effectively use a boundary layer mesh.
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ace = bce = 0.15L. The strain ﬁeld obtained may be compared with
that evaluated in our previous work (2013). It may sufﬁce to men-
tion that the computational time of the presented results in this
paper is approximately two logarithmic order of magnitude less
than the time consumed for the solution using Chebyshev polyno-
mials (e.g. compared with the case that 169 Chebyshev polynomi-
als are used for the solution). The readers may also refer to the
studies by Zingales et al. (2011) for a rather similar strain distribu-
tion obtained by FEM and using a 2D kernel analogous to (56).
Fig. 12 shows the magniﬁed deformed shape of the domain (ob-
tained by x=aþ u and y=bþ v) and the residual distribution corre-
sponding to the ﬁrst row of Table 6.
We repeat the solution again with the kernel function deﬁned
on unbounded domains (see (66) for the characteristic function).
However, in the evaluation of the integrals we truncate the inte-
grands when the kernel is to be evaluated for distances more than
LR. Therefore, the bases and the cell conﬁgurations are the same as
those used previously but we ignore the cells in the low residual
zone (i.e. the zone which could be considered residual free when
the bounded kernel would be used). Fig. 10(b) shows a sample of
cell conﬁguration used for LR/l = 2 and l = L/20. For the construction
of such a cell distribution we simply remove those cells in
Fig. 10(a) which fall in the residual free (low residual) zone. The re-
sults are reported in Table 6. As is seen again, the order of the er-
rors norms is rather similar to the order of the errors reported in
Table 5. The results of Tables 5 and 6 show that the kernel function
deﬁned on unbounded domain (see (66)) may serve as an effective
tool for simplifying the solution process.
We also present the results for the solution of a problem with
shear tractions deﬁned as
tjx¼0;y ¼ h0;r0iT ; tjx¼L;y ¼ h0;r0iT ; tjx;y¼0 ¼ hr0;0iT ;
tjx;y¼L ¼ hr0;0iT : ð112Þ
The Dirichlet boundary conditions (least supports) are deﬁned
as
ujx¼0;y¼0 ¼ v jx¼0;y¼0 ¼ 0; ujx¼L;y¼L ¼ v jx¼L;y¼L –0: ð113Þ
Table 7 contains the values of g obtained for this case using the
unbounded kernel and the same bases and cell conﬁgurations as
the previous case. Fig. 13(a) and (b) show the distribution of the
normalized strain components (cxy and ex) obtained for this load
case.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented exponential bases functions
(EBFs) for nonlocal elasticity integral problems deﬁned on un-
bounded domains. The EBFs play the role of fundamental solutions
and may be used to reduce the discretization labor as in the meth-
ods using boundary elements/nodes. It has been shown that the
EBFs obtained for the classical theory satisfy the equilibrium equa-
tions of the nonlocal theory regardless of the type of the kernel/
attenuation function. It has also been shown that there exist some
additional EBFs which depend on the type of the kernel/attenua-
tion function used. These additional EBFs are the results of an addi-
tional characteristic equation which appear just in nonlocal
elasticity theory. For further use we have presented the roots of
such characteristic equations for 1D problems. For 2D problems,
we have presented a simple characteristic equation, for unbounded
kernels, which can be solved straightforwardly. With the EBFs in
hand we have proposed a boundary layer method in order to use
the EBFs, obtained for unbounded domains, in the solution of prob-
lems deﬁned on bounded domains. Through a weighted residual
approach we have shown that the solution just needs a series ofcells near the boundaries for deﬁning the weight functions. We
have demonstrated the capabilities of the method in the solution
of some 1D/2D problems. Although we have not explicitly com-
pared the computational cost of the method with that of the exist-
ing ones, it is expected that the difference between the
computational time of the proposed method and that of FEM be
rather similar to the difference between the cost of the BEM and
FEM especially when the length of nonlocal effect is sufﬁciently
small in comparison with the size of the main computational do-
main. Of course this effect becomes more important when 3D
problems are of concern.
The method we presented in this paper can straightforwardly
be applied to the solution of plate bending problems using Erin-
gen’s integral. In this regard, the well-known plate theories may
be used to reduce the general 3D model to a 2D one; however, be-
fore doing so the validity of the assumptions for the through-thick-
ness variation of the strains and the suitability of the deﬁnition of
the boundary conditions should be examined. This may be per-
formed by testing the validity of the assumptions in converting a
2D problem to a 1D beam problem. In such a study, the solution
method presented may be used as an effective tool. Moreover, hav-
ing extended the plate theories to the cases with nonlocal effect,
one may use the associated EBFs in the construction of a boundary
layer method for plates. For plate theories based on local elasticity
models, the readers may refer to our latest studies (see Shahbazi
et al., 2011a,b, 2012; Azhari et al., 2013a,b). The extension of the
studies to plates based on nonlocal elasticity models may be per-
formed in a manner analogous to that described in this paper for
2D problems.
As the ﬁnal remark, the proposed method may be applied to Mi-
cro/Nano bars or beams as long as their constitutive equations are
written in an integral form similar to the cases studies in this
paper.
Appendix A
Consider a system of equations as:
KC ¼ F; ðA-1Þ
where C is the array of unknown coefﬁcients
C ¼ f c1 c2 	 	 	 cn gT ; ðA-2Þ
F ¼ f f1 f2 	 	 	 fm gT ; ðA-3Þ
and K is a m  n matrix. Using a transformation approach (see
Boroomand et al., 2010) leads to:
ci ¼ 1Si k
T
i RF: ðA-4Þ
In the above relation, ki is a normalized vector which contains the
elements of i th column of K i.e.
ki ¼ 1Si f k1i k2i 	 	 	 kmi g
T
; ðA-5Þ
and R is deﬁned as
R ¼
Xn
i¼1
ðkTi kiÞ
( )1
: ðA-6Þ
The scaling factor Si may be deﬁned in different ways. One way is
the use of the vector length
Si ¼ jkij; ðA-7Þ
and another is the use of the maximum element of the vector
Si ¼maxðjkjijÞ j ¼ 1; . . . ;m: ðA-8Þ
Appendix B
The roots found for the characteristic equation obtained for the kernel in (56) for various values of LR/l and f1/f2.
LR/l 2 3 4 5
f1/f2 = 0
a l ±1.0000000000000033 ±1.0000000000000033 ±1.000000000000003 ±1.0000000000000029
±0.7500099063473225 ±0.905656896357896 ±0.9531906713666723 ±0.9733926355384206
±2.6575355619438197i ±1.8392029388754165i ±1.4141836016551568i ±1.1510355857056918i
±0.36802818827062267 ±0.7501421880452251 ±0.864174819249405 ±0.9173952940530091
±5.635062711733987i ±3.8099432329894762i ±2.8921351977918057i ±2.3365605540363523i
0 ±0.6223818041120466 ±0.7827002064376666 ±0.8608341619245722
±8.439946994430437i ±5.851353231892462i ±4.415761338038929i ±3.5522737396048103i
0 ±0.521310995064656 ±0.7162734835955787 ±0.812084464695165
±9.003113275788065i ±7.919182797181715i ±5.960753392919074i ±4.784811536494048i
0 ±0.43710554845346056 ±0.6618604868182926 ±0.7710379452781077
±11.390660703990642i ±9.998196593277974i ±7.51589704166343i ±6.026215346294283i
0 ±0.36279295174346865 ±0.6162078056935647 ±0.7361441753973311
±12.285566428487266i ±12.082735896604696i ±9.076373551811901i ±7.272555355963053i
0 ±0.2932090925476748 ±0.5769951048056193 ±0.7060072339911144
±14.439620721835336i ±14.17034647965385i ±10.639926163858805i ±8.521843633563112i
0 ±0.22309502860561234 ±0.5426378591609731 ±0.6795754579164436
±15.492163070994035i ±16.25981918114073i ±12.205390986754045i ±9.77300668081755i
0 ±0.14257527749907886 ±0.5120368035211996 ±0.656079735599397
±17.524509896288496i ±18.350497285863096i ±13.772116464710578i ±11.025425452394472i
0 0 ±0.4844077140620684 ±0.6349539445886521
±18.673197874434294i ±20.377873457897117i ±15.339712734970062i ±12.278721881782982i
0 0 ±0.4591747711230398 ±0.6157743792185656
±20.627524542832656i ±22.37679538961718i ±16.90793357173605i ±13.532653604695097i
0 0 ±0.43590369485716474 ±0.5982178867983683
±21.84165725285605i ±24.42070154290191i ±18.476616423997577i ±14.787058787450842i
0 ±0.41425888845784586 ±0.5820334387730901
±23.74109400483085i ±20.045649958918002i ±16.041825583961984i
±0.3939752063884359 ±0.5670226965786798
±21.614955525741927i ±17.296874395727887i
±0.37483882823391795 ±0.5530265254213662
±23.184476077160056i ±18.552147129217687i
±0.5399154693834021
±19.80760045020759i
±0.5275829029738841
±21.063201411504245i
±0.5159400217319506
±22.318924538950622i
(continued on next page)
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Appendix B (continued)
LR/l 2 3 4 5
±0.504912118513924
±23.57474984091957i
f1/f2 = 1/9
a l ±1.0000000000000036 ±1.000000000000003 ±1.000000000000003 ±1.0000000000000033
±1.0446603229923976 ±1.014362769437807 ±1.0061002197647175 ±1.003097853687233
±2.5300105606983365i ±1.7593600404414196i ±1.360036700443606i ±1.1123099693939442i
±1.212761565943086 ±1.0752527344107599 ±1.0331418741649436 ±1.0168793679868897
±5.522152565818341i ±3.7216658470612187i ±2.8219005547767053i ±2.2806556161986116i
±1.3770980706154181 ±1.1541794625322213 ±1.0751528509209405 ±1.0409307425288634
±8.633155695122984i ±5.776111711410171i ±4.349732215751404i ±3.495134182090785i
±1.5098161246220128 ±1.2277721593358477 ±1.1196409775746543 ±1.0691853990812599
±11.766564392255164i ±7.8566592179839185i ±5.903058952228038i ±4.73219860540819i
±1.6176365154666301 ±1.2918456733968098 ±1.161309476762309 ±1.0975479202735638
±14.905805478174775i ±9.94545243483005i ±7.465959808682137i ±5.979198463371038i
±1.7075497291151862 ±1.3472955476515207 ±1.198947201286801 ±1.1243327909645684
±18.046956299515898i ±12.037348293480397i ±9.032828336461005i ±7.230730202134517i
±1.78435083424958 ±1.3957053201386997 ±1.232690841986975 ±1.1490585363624373
±21.188812291027133i ±14.13058374184982i ±10.60152580415722i ±8.484481348337068i
±1.9104389520991079 ±1.4384609847870862 ±1.263016727751364 ±1.1717258499097305
±27.47314948836378i ±16.224457522492056i ±12.1711452841476i ±9.739399619843216i
±1.4766467962284173 ±1.2904270435235394 ±1.1925025227323631
±18.31865703225857i ±13.741263840988653i ±10.994971158436831i
±1.5110923348115695 ±1.3153644435758547 ±1.2115978477683416
±20.413030335027663i ±15.311668014384177i ±12.250928037025625i
±1.542434358594709 ±1.3381981816085888 ±1.2292155301660432
±22.507498557751855i ±16.882242870615162i ±13.507122326623971i
±1.3592309896257975 ±1.2455381200180955
±18.452923164735786i ±14.76346824586694i
±1.378710416112902 ±1.2607238173942392
±20.023670214667266i ±16.019913926435745i
±1.3968396394666511 ±1.2749078700208802
±21.594460250455384i ±17.27642686511128i
±1.4137865035670625 ±1.2882054129451774
±23.165278226926215i ±18.53298606082353i
±1.3007145042038513
±19.789577582558273i
±1.3125189001340465
±21.046191977144026i
±1.3236904390272104
±22.30282270294347i
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LR/l 2 3 4 5
f1/f2 = 1/3
a l ±1.0000000000000027 ±1.0000000000000027 ±1.000000000000003 ±1.0000000000000024
±1.3533069035795708 ±1.1625409745983628 ±1.0904132760478475 ±1.0559806739026565
±2.400074940315497i ±1.6685803778358281i ±1.2920432826425619i ±1.059609680882438i
±1.6858807265424596 ±1.346879338927124 ±1.208141846881463 ±1.1375605059743488
±5.457950128946292i ±3.6670793772288497i ±2.7720641897951466i ±2.2350241496972463i
±1.89250155747435 ±1.4725255433736733 ±1.293944353034721 ±1.2004473653665195
±8.595229391380638i ±5.744334034954836i ±4.319366517439144i ±3.465119567706263i
±2.0404030498003136 ±1.5659481926748986 ±1.359763021986425 ±1.2498174772416695
±11.740182873040645i ±7.835546379148284i ±5.883227733483674i ±4.712301171937463i
±2.2488155167112023 ±1.639862966815241 ±1.4128595151796817 ±1.2903123811554444
±18.030667667729634i ±9.929953167134084i ±7.451854566789903i ±5.96521506132802i
±2.3278287996667983 ±1.700817543835503 ±1.4571840981539919 ±1.3245233077827034
±21.175138754301653i ±12.025184780617112i ±9.02209402898338i ±7.220311475043352i
±2.3961425183251315 ±1.7525901163695283 ±1.4951303000054146 ±1.3540578156316085
±24.319149592163882i ±14.120594959971669i ±10.592938086635865i ±8.476332397795984i
±1.797540770649007 ±1.5282518588883902 ±1.3799905859614585
±16.215987565767687i ±12.16401683968436i ±9.732776298704419i
±1.83723446903521 ±1.557608495551162 ±1.4030742549845958
±18.31130415334636i ±13.735180913121434i ±10.989423217127387i
±1.8727586736329347 ±1.5839518582682637 ±1.4238541903239992
±20.4065323583447i ±15.306366329869729i ±12.24616929430918i
±1.9048980248519725 ±1.6078325724630838 ±1.4427366523962053
±22.501675565344225i ±16.877545088200428i ±13.502962707227086i
±1.9612195858838573 ±1.6296650849567216 ±1.4600314568077468
±26.691741065577517i ±18.44870527773847i ±14.759776570035362i
±1.6497686132827838 ±1.4759797055314243
±20.019842466872966i ±16.016596602721176i
±1.6683939382600073 ±1.4907723738050933
±21.590955755681527i ±17.273415170770562i
±1.6857414801372705 ±1.504563100802113
±23.162045890157856i ±18.530228257151936i
±1.5174771986278042
±19.787033859538628i
±1.5296181307657593
±21.043831112939202i
±1.5410722584367356
±22.30061979624988i
±1.5519123769445544
±23.557400048840965i
f1/f2 = 1
(continued on next page)
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Appendix B (continued)
LR/l 2 3 4 5
a l ±1.000000000000003 ±1.0000000000000027 ±1.0000000000000024 ±1.0000000000000027
±1.8007686698647412 ±1.4155910166431467 ±1.2540693013946842 ±1.1702296356016455
±2.2374174209170485i ±1.5473603640674178i ±1.1948028786001461i ±0.9789923392210208i
±2.212188436059876 ±1.6791145381027652 ±1.443033851253834 ±1.3144870861488571
±5.396964596979994i ±3.617487478055173i ±2.7267024212266255i ±2.19191456694033i
±2.4323020390114456 ±1.8230250086782198 ±1.5487069586666031 ±1.3973782811770035
±8.559683704254432i ±5.7169341508071865i ±4.294782204766678i ±3.441419083077462i
±2.5846630001651585 ±1.9232814135045175 ±1.622692871132358 ±1.4555924280889623
±11.715175597023094i ±7.817083025958386i ±5.8672892041319535i ±4.697279947799958i
±2.701406862103256 ±2.0004241550988078 ±1.6798634876744227 ±1.5007215184052134
±14.866347208604237i ±9.916089154996351i ±7.440264704831341i ±5.954593447090945i
±2.7960681117218775 ±2.0631382845730717 ±1.7264843828076029 ±1.5376298034449067
±18.014922551968642i ±12.014085363521632i ±9.013032909058431i ±7.212208876583988i
±2.875678303777353 ±2.115968521649268 ±1.7658416916806097 ±1.5688579073778677
±21.16183782376219i ±14.111333839795202i ±10.585507134709404i ±8.469817685924582i
±2.944367578376656 ±2.161601704783878 ±1.7998881413274803 ±1.5959174737630828
±24.30763028790919i ±16.20803641664363i ±12.157717566028342i ±9.727338943419351i
±2.201760194908874 ±1.8298819550014538 ±1.6197858942532106
±18.30433414714483i ±13.72971132596759i ±10.984759278071516i
±2.2376145382499764 ±1.8566820003366091 ±1.641132895986572
±20.400325125192424i ±15.301530690150456i ±12.242085481802919i
±2.2699964648261344 ±1.880900719152259 ±1.6604377300199924
±22.496078697408407i ±16.873209638409445i ±13.49932938210074i
±1.9029901366829232 ±1.6780551906852348
±18.44477467997361i ±14.756502930566322i
±1.9232933381963446 ±1.6942552525567347
±20.016246402781217i ±16.013616735563673i
±1.7092480790698423
±17.270679782148726i
±1.7232004473461628
±18.527699545104998i
±1.7362469005294412
±19.784682208701252i
±1.748497536482407
±21.041632891735585i
f1/f2 = 3
a l ±1.0000000000000033 ±1.0000000000000036 ±1.0000000000000029 ±1.0000000000000024
±2.3510160002935123 ±1.7583775018336396 ±1.4954004172962836 ±1.3521147771990374
±2.085772283583867i ±1.4303542669388192i ±1.0974124030058923i ±0.8949204868076359i
±2.762215776035338 ±2.039051706385531 ±1.7077952156711245 ±1.5222283034059836
±5.342086034380193i ±3.576185637489402i ±2.6912805262243524i ±2.1595488990947636i
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Appendix B (continued)
LR/l 2 3 4 5
±2.9822114428605837 ±2.1862917957455297 ±1.8183115378742678 ±1.6106419394227947
±8.52641219504325i ±5.693016087954328i ±4.274987666462891i ±3.4236819934679414i
±3.134475863396614 ±2.287859517633266 ±1.894359442144438 ±1.6713369733394665
±11.691242076916357i ±7.80032078778802i ±5.853810925186868i ±4.685512489660423i
±3.2511336429941116 ±2.36562656045945 ±1.952576891519078 ±1.7177877018934422
±14.84762852472398i ±9.903173576384013i ±7.430075870191222i ±5.94588019632552i
±3.345725135188268 ±2.428677304135696 ±1.9997906302941237 ±1.7554703524550366
±17.999539491232063i ±12.003567761819971i ±9.004839490439844i ±7.205306695145093i
±3.42528029007195 ±2.4817061302673262 ±2.039511826619367 ±1.7871854578374438
±21.148775131751613i ±14.10245554723593i ±10.578649551251804i ±8.464103030257121i
±3.4939261360209937 ±2.527464669264908 ±2.073795841208703 ±1.8145688050180195
±24.29627650844981i ±16.200350883737105i ±12.15181675818928i ±9.722460285624704i
±3.608165721814353 ±2.5677065446158553 ±2.103952452665295 ±1.8386622943491833
±30.58803821473256i ±18.297556210996003i ±13.724529946210973i ±10.980500532786044i
±3.6568029026886832 ±2.6036187148741385 ±2.1308684876385504 ±1.8601715287911642
±33.73285301452184i ±20.394261447175104i ±15.296910353499877i ±12.23830479809609i
±2.636042125421227 ±2.1551725212542383 ±1.879596864809087
±22.490592059702635i ±16.869039362679878i ±13.495928757530251i
±2.665594370351241 ±2.177326376401607 ±1.8973061116516807
±24.586634385507423i ±18.44097364665918i ±14.753411850726849i
±2.197679347994437 ±1.9135775962637183
±20.012753903010896i ±16.010782768032065i
±2.2165020258180057 ±1.9286270281835463
±21.58441012859346i ±17.268062869509855i
±2.234008291129199 ±1.9426249772146784
±23.155964932428578i ±18.52526838358731i
±1.9557086474031493
±19.78241186174197i
±1.9679900458957353
±21.03950316586794i
±1.9905013630978372
±23.5535591663056i
Appendix C
The roots found for the characteristic equation (59) for various values of LR/l and f1 = 0.
LR/l 2 3 4 5
f1/f2 = 0
a l ±1.2915296675598191 ±3.2903797434298014 ±5.290379743775968 ±7.29037974377595
±3.981688218887211i ±3.9829336852788852i ±3.9829336856677524i ±3.982933685667776i
0 ±1.6459090973813402 ±3.645910187820739 ±5.6459101878207365
(continued on next page)
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(Appendix C continued)
LR/l 2 3 4 5
±5.233282600551831i ±5.382308898639397i ±5.382298048502862i ±5.3822980485028875i
0 ±0.4375843965304682 ±2.4312247738025885 ±4.431224773539111
±6.568961294866879i ±6.485734350807826i ±6.470661737220807i ±6.47066173670564i
0 0 ±1.425180267587381 ±3.425178421220269
±8.093988148263742i ±7.574382259341356i ±7.394619184806986i ±7.394619404936927i
0 0 ±0.5499477701218822 ±2.5481025611077786
±9.628612943372627i ±8.586502575424388i ±8.211269579334752i ±8.212214569366244i
0 0 0 ±1.7607295466014463
±11.172250197424377i ±9.615553881943761i ±8.888813903666636i ±8.953631388371324i
0 0 0 ±1.0403383393536816
±12.72205959026841i ±10.646985490939587i ±9.599222628107569i ±9.636977849036077i
0 0 0 ±0.37558133419576467
±14.276218192672276i ±11.680598529418344i ±10.377271042080327i ±10.274611690786315i
0 0 0 0
±15.833531041275007i ±12.71601624239391i ±11.153680398733716i ±10.861445726367318i
0 0 0 0
±17.39319369021036i ±13.752932068327812i ±11.93092158310826i ±11.453897591541342i
0 0 0 0
±18.95464904890363i ±14.791097137255392i ±12.708861433119134i ±12.078001027284651i
0 0 0 0
±20.51750089128830i ±15.830309912871558i ±13.487428584573049i ±12.701263057282826i
0 0 0 0
±22.08146051649612i ±16.87040693734929i ±14.266557795943392i ±13.32484755242617i
0 0 0 0
±23.646312989973737i ±17.91125511885798i ±15.046190648891086i ±13.948704605239168i
0 0 0
±18.952745521488282i ±15.826275123311564i ±14.572816521240007i
0 0 0
±19.994788449975584i ±16.606765063465144i ±15.19716593188532i
0 0 0
±21.037309588815464i ±17.387619600993876i ±15.821736521626567i
0 0 0
±22.080246975805508i ±18.16880258172347i ±16.446513027006255i
0 0 0
±23.123548626589727i ±18.950282023015774i ±17.0714812225147i
0 0
±19.73202961531374i ±17.69662788848452i
0 0
±20.51402027326309i ±18.32194076711249i
0 0
±21.296231736830617i ±18.947408511123207i
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LR/l 2 3 4 5
0 0
±22.078644220032903i ±19.573020628454568i
0 0
±24.42692085253052i ±20.198767425439836i
0
±20.82463995025338i
0
±21.450629937843345i
0
±24.582094209876782i
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form has been used in the numerical examples of this paper.
In problems with Neumann boundary conditions the D matrix
in (96) plays the role of a multiplier compared with the values in
(98). This is mainly because in practice the value of Young’s mod-
ulus, E, is large and this effect may introduce some numerical er-
rors in the computations. The effect may be removed by
multiplying the Dirichlet boundary conditions by E i.e.
E
X
i
cih
ieaixBþbiyB ¼ E uB 
X
r;s
hrsearxBþbsyB
 !
; ðA-9Þ
or alternatively by dividing (95) and (96) by E.
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